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Abstract:
US healthcare system is vastly growing due to high needs in society. In 2005, healthcare sector
spending was estimated to be 16% of GDP. It is expected to possess 20% of GDP in 2015.
However, healthcare delivery system is poorly designed to accommodate these rapid changes.
Inefficient utilization, real practice & evidence-based practice gap and poor safety are some of the
major results of these malfunctions in healthcare infrastructure. In 2011 waste was estimated 37%
of US spending on healthcare. Healthcare as a system can be looked at from engineering
perspective as a set of diverse entities. Engineering tools can be utilized to improve the design,
control and adaptation to merging parameters and inputs.
Healthcare providers are at increasing risks of Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSDs)
caused by awkward postures due to patient lifting. Decision makers prefer quantified justifications
for investing in new lifting devices. Three patient lifting techniques were analyzed in the first case
study. A comparison between manual lifts and assistive device lifting is made to quantify the
reduction in injuries based on two dependent variables: lower back compression forces and
fatigue. The second case study will attempt to study the impact of working postures, gender,
percentile, body rotation angle of sonographers using digital human modeling. Furthermore, the
use of discrete event simulation to evaluate different working scenarios in reducing patient
turnaround time will be discussed in the third case study.
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